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VOGO and the European Handball Federation have signed a 

new contract for the VOGO ELITE BUNDLE video replay 

solution to be used by referees in the Men’s and Women’s 

EHF EUROs 2024 and 2026 

 

VOGO (ISIN: FR0011532225 - ALVGO) and the European Handball Federation 

announce that they have signed a new contract giving the EHF the use of a video replay 

solution for referees for the Men’s and Women’s EHF EUROs 2024 and 2026, 

representing a total coverage of 260 matches. This commitment further cements 

VOGO’s new TaaS (technology as a service) business model involving multi-year 

service contracts.  

 

After the contract announcement with EHF Marketing, the marketing arm of the European 

Handball Federation, in September 2023 covering all matches in the men’s and women’s EHF 

Champions League over five seasons, VOGO has once again been hand-picked for its solutions, 

this time for the VOGO ELITE BUNDLE which combines VOKKERO ELITE audio and VOGOSPORT 

ELITE video solutions, for all of the EHF EURO events in 2024 and 2026. The contract includes 

the Men’s EHF EURO 2024 in Germany, the Women’s EHF EURO 2024 in Austria, Hungary and 

Switzerland, the Men’s EHF EURO 2026 in Denmark, Sweden and Norway as well as the Women’s 

EHF EURO 2026 (organiser tbc) with 260 matches in total.  

 

A deepening partnership through strong synergies  

 

With VOGO solutions already implemented for the EHF Champions League matches in 2023, the 

offering is now being extended to include:  

- The availability of a VOGO Replay Operator for each match, who will receive upstream 

training from the EHF on the rules of handball and will assist the field referees in handling 

and selecting the video footages on VOGOSPORT screens during matches.  

- Extensive VOGOSPORT ELITE video replay tools, comprising of a video review booth 

positioned at the edge of the court with three 27-inch touchscreens. The first is handled 

by the VOGO Replay Operator, while the second is a monitor for the Video Referee 

Assistant. The third duplicates the images intended for the referees to facilitate decision-

making.  

- The set up of goal cameras replicating the goal-line technology used in football combined 

with mini cameras monitoring the team substitution areas.   

 

Martin Hausleitner, Secretary General of the EHF, said: “The European Handball Federation is 

thrilled to start a long-term partnership with VOGO for the biggest European handball stage, 

Men’s and Women’s EHF EUROs. The cooperation includes four upcoming EHF EUROs, and we  
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are sure that together with VOGO we will develop the competition and bring the video refereeing 

system to a higher level.” 

 

Commenting on this new alliance, Christophe Carniel, Chairman and CEO of VOGO, said: “The 

TaaS business model that we have been ramping up since the beginning of 2023 continues to 

gain momentum. After signing numerous contracts, with the Estonian Football Championship 

(VAR Light), the LNR (National Rugby League) and the EHF, we have every confidence in the 

strengths of this model. We have already secured a high level of recurrent revenue until 2026”.  

 

This extended collaboration between VOGO and the EHF is a further illustration of the major role 

played by the Group in the space of video referee assistance, and across increasingly diverse 

disciplines.  

 

About VOGO  

In the Sports sector, VOGO is a leading international player, with its audio and video solutions for fans and 

professionals alike. For professionals, VOGO offers analysis and decision-making tools (referee assistance, 
medical diagnostics, coaching). VOGO’s disruptive solution for fans transforms the stadium experience by 
providing multi-camera content on demand for tablets and smartphones, no matter how many people are 
connected. VOGO also operates in the Industry sector. All of the Group’s technologies are patent-protected. 
VOGO is based in France (Montpellier, Grenoble and Paris) and has two subsidiaries, one in North America 
and the other in the United Kingdom.  

VOGO operates indirectly in other countries through its network composed of around thirty distributors. 
VOGO has been listed on the Euronext Growth Paris stock market since November 2018 (ISIN code: 
FR0011532225 – ALVGO).  

More information on www.vogo-group.com  
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Contacts VOGO  

VOGO 

Barbara Desmarest 

Tel : +33(4) 67 50 03 98 

 
Email: b.desmarest@vogo-
group.com  

ACTIFIN – Press Relations 

Jennifer Jullia  

Tel : +33(1) 56 88 11 19 

 
Email : jjullia@actifin.fr  

ACTIFIN – Financial Communications  

Foucauld Charavay 

Tel : +33(1) 56 88 11 10 

 
Email : fcharavay@actifin.fr 
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About EHF   

The European Handball Federation (EHF) is the governing body for handball in Europe. With 50 

member federations and two associated federations, the EHF is responsible for a wide range of 

tasks and activities from promotion, development and education through to the organisation of 

high profile competitions and events including the EHF EURO and EHF Champions League. The 

headquarters of the federation and its marketing subsidiary, EHF Marketing GmbH, are in Vienna, 

Austria. 

 

Contacts EHF  

Thomas Schöneich   

Tel.: +43 1 80151164  

Email: schoeneich@eurohandball.com  
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